Kitchen culture à la nobilia
Quality made in Germany

TOUCH

334 Lacklaminat, Schiefergrau supermatt
334 Lacquered laminate, slate grey supermatt

332 Lacklaminat, Alpinweiß supermatt
332 Lacquered laminate, alpine white supermatt

Dezenter Farbmix, klare Architektur !
Subtle mix of colours, clear architecture !

Dark décors in the kitchen are currently en vogue. Rightly so, as
we can see in these kitchen examples. Dark surfaces are perfect
for modern, stylish interior design styles. They outlast short-term
trends and when combined with natural wood décors they create
a welcoming kitchen atmosphere.

FOCUS

462 Lack, Magnolia Ultra-Hochglanz
462 Lacquer, ivory ultra high gloss

666 Eiche Virginia Nachbildung
666 Virginia oak reproduction

Glänzende Variationen
Brilliant variations

With our kitchen system, and an extensive range of accessories and
innovative kitchen technology, we oﬀer a wide selection of
sophisticated and wonderfully practical ideas that make daily life
and work unmistakably pleasant and functional. Whether for small
or large ﬂoor plans, we always have a solution that is just the right
size for you.

Landhausküchen à la carte

Cottage style kitchens à la carte
Out of fashion? Not at all! The modern cottage style kitchen is more popular than
ever! Classic design and traditional shapes meet innovative kitchen technology
and the highest degree of comfort and ergonomics. Countless carefully chosen
details such as framed glass doors, wickerwork baskets and pilasters give our
cottage style kitchens a cosy ﬂair and turn your kitchen into the comfy heart of
your home.

Qualität made in Germany
Quality made in Germany

For more than 70 years, nobilia kitchens have stood for up-to-date,
custom design, outstanding brand quality. Nobilia is the largest
manufacturer of ﬁtted kitchens in Europe and the market leader in
Germany. Make your kitchen dreams come true with us.
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